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US nuclear power: status, prospects, and climate implications 
Amory B. Lovins 

 
In 2020, the world added1 5.521 GW (billion watts) of nuclear generating capacity—just above 
the 5.491 GW2 of lithium-ion batteries added to power grids. The average reactor is 31 years 
old—41 in the United States, whose fleet is the world’s largest—so it’s not surprising that in 
2020, maintenance or upgrade costs, safety concerns, and often simple operational uncompeti-
tiveness caused owners to close 5.165 GW. The net nuclear capacity addition was thus the dif-
ference, 0.356 GW. In the same year, the world added3 278.3 GW of renewables (or 257 GW 
without hydropower)—782 times as much. Adjusted for relative US 2020 average capacity fac-
tors4, renewables’ net additions in 2020 thus raised the world’s annual carbon-free electricity 
supply by ~232 times as much as nuclear power’s net additions did. That is, nuclear net growth 
increased the world’s carbon-free power supply in all of 2020 only as much as renewable power 
growth did every ~38 hours. Renewables also received5 about 20 times more financial capital, 
mostly voluntary private investments, while nuclear investments used mainly tax revenues or 
capital conscripted from customers. These ratios look set to continue or strengthen6. 
 
In a normal industry, such comparisons, let alone dismal economics (below), might dampen en-
thusiasm. Yet the industry’s immense lobbying and marketing power continues to yield at least 
tens of billions of dollars in annual public subsidies, still rapidly rising. This reflects broad bipar-
tisan support among US and many overseas political leaders, often contrary to their citizens’ 
preferences and, as we’ll see, to their own paramount goal of stabilizing the Earth’s climate. To 
explore this seeming paradox, here is my frank personal impression of nuclear power’s status, 
competitive landscape, prospects, and climate implications in the United States. 
 
1. Status 
 
When nuclear power emerged, from the mid-1950s through the 1960s, US utilities—vertically 
integrated, three-fourths private, technically and culturally conservative—didn’t want it. Yet 
powerful Federal actors offered heavily subsidized fuel and let them own it, largely relieved 
them of accident liability, and ultimately tempted and coerced them into a vast nuclear building 
spree, under implicit threat of displacing them with Federal nuclear utilities7. During 1955–
2020, US utilities ordered 259 power reactors. The number actually built and run peaked at 112 
in 1990, with a straggler begun in 1973 added in 2016. By August 2021, 93 units (95 GW) re-
mained in operation while 40 (19 GW) had been permanently closed. As of mid-2017, only 28 
units—some of them slated for closure—had been built, remained competitive in their regional 
markets, and had not suffered at least one outage lasting one year or more. In the hydrocarbon 
industries, 28 successful units out of 259 total orders would be called an 89% dry-hole risk.  
 
As construction costs and durations relentlessly rose8, regulators and customers were assured 
their initial pain would usher in decades of low-cost generation. This too proved false. Some 
plants failed early, others’ operating costs rose, and decades later, owners are demanding huge 
new subsidies to keep running. After these scarifying experiences, capital markets are disin-
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clined to invest in nuclear newbuild in the US or elsewhere. Contrary to a widely cultivated 
myth, the successive accidents (Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, Fukushima Daiichi) widely blamed 
for this rejection all occurred after the business case and investor confidence had collapsed9. 
 
Lately, however, some unknowable combination of industrywide quality improvement since the 
late 1980s (chiefly via the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations), closure of troubled units, and 
laxer safety regulation has kept the winnowed US survivors generating an impressive ~92–93% 
of their full-time full-power rated output. They’ve sustained capacity factors >90% since 2014—
well above the world average of ~75% or the 2020 French average of ~61%10. The remaining US 
potential output is lost to periodic refueling—its duration halved since the mid-1990s—plus any 
maintenance needed at other times. This high performance, plus uprating surviving units to off-
set 8.3 GW retired11, held the nuclear share of US electricity generation at ~20% for the past 
two decades, twice the global share12, though it should decline over the coming decade as re-
tirements far outpace additions.  
 
The US supply chain to sustain the 93 existing reactors persists, more or less, but of the four 
original US reactor vendors, all have merged (GE with Hitachi), exited, or failed, most recently 
Westinghouse13—bought by Toshiba, bankrupted14 by its new US projects, then restructured by 
a Canadian private-equity partnership (which recently considered selling it15) to maintain the 
plants it once built. Export markets have proven elusive despite strong government promotion 
(even from within the State Department and the National Security Council) under flawed anti-
proliferation rules. There is zero US market appetite for large new reactors—and only for as 
many smaller ones as taxpayers will heavily subsidize. The dwindling domestic nuclear industry 
must therefore subsist on fueling, repairs, decommissioning, and such waste management as 
can be devised—most plausibly on Federal lands needing no State consent.  
 
As for fueling, little uranium is mined in the US, globally it’s as abundant as tin, cheap enrich-
ment is worrisomely spreading, and reprocessing has demonstrated only costlier and harder 
waste management, so plutonium reuse and breeder reactors are seldom mentioned. How-
ever, some proponents continue to misrepresent “advanced” reactors as a waste solution. 
 
US public acceptance of nuclear power fluctuates, and depends strongly on how and to whom 
the question is put. Nuclear advocates reported an even split in the 2019 Gallup Poll16 after long 
and intensive publicity campaigns. Most in the industry blame its woes on irrational public 
fears. Many independent observers think this is neither true nor relevant, since nuclear new-
build, like most or all existing nuclear operation, lacks a business case. That makes deployment 
ever harder unless mandated and funded by governments as in centrally planned economies. 
 
After decades of intense political pressure, industry capture of US nuclear safety and security17 
regulation appears complete, with rules and processes arranged to the operators’ liking. The 
skill and integrity of some US Nuclear Regulatory Commission experts are commendable. But 
scrapping industry-agreed post-Fukushima18 safety retrofits, and proposing (later withdrawn)  
to let operators do their own inspections, inspired little public confidence in the institution19. 
Any remaining confidence may and should fade if the NRC carries out its proposed replacement 
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of decades of licensing philosophy—for “advanced” reactors and indeed any new projects—
with a drastically different one. The proposed new rule, called Part 53, would replace reliance 
on demonstrated and publicly scrutable technical realities with appointed Commissioners’ sub-
jective risk judgments based on vendors' claims and proprietary analyses. Part 53 could gut 
every aspect of protecting radiological public health and safety, with little avenue for public 
scrutiny or challenge, at the very time when novel designs with troublingly opaque risks are be-
ing proposed—with initial designs expected to seek similar exemptions from existing rules even 
before the new ones are approved. In applying intense pressure for this most dangerous regula-
tory shift in decades, the industry’s aim is of course to slash capital and operating costs by 
shrinking or eliminating previous levels of quality assurance, safety margins, protective equip-
ment, exclusion zones, security requirements, exposure limits, and other pesky technicalities 
inconsistent with vendors’ unsupported (and quite possibly invalid) claims of breakthrough 
safety. 
 
Even before novel designs seek licenses, reality intrudes from the aging fleet. US power reac-
tors had ten “near misses” in 2015 alone20, then the next Administration further weakened 
safety rules. Sloppy practice persists21. Institutional honor waxes and wanes with political shifts, 
but overall, the trend is not encouraging. In recent years, the NRC’s swift license extensions 
from 40 to 60 years for nearly all reactors22, 80 for some, with talk even of 100, seems far 
ahead of convincing safety evidence (though it’s hardly plausible that any can economically op-
erate for so long when most or all cannot do so now: the 40 units closed by mid-2021 averaged 
just 22 years old, and only eight had reached age 40, while the six closed in 2016–20 averaged 
46.2 years old but were licensed for 6023). The industry seems not to have learned from history 
that looser regulation tends to cause bad outcomes that further erode public acceptance. Com-
placency is unwarranted with a technology, said Swedish Nobel physicist Hannes Alfvén, where 
“no acts of God can be permitted.” 
 
Long-term disposition of US nuclear wastes faces the same geological and social-continuity is-
sues as abroad, complicated by intractable, multi-layered political disputes. The Congressionally 
mandated Yucca Mountain, Nevada site for high-level waste disposal was scrapped, though not 
for the right reasons (dubious geology, not just politics). Low-level waste sites continue to 
spread with little scrutiny. Pending permanent disposal, much spent fuel is still stored in reac-
tor-sited pools requiring active cooling, rather than in less-vulnerable dry casks. Nationwide nu-
clear-waste transport can be controversial too. Cleanup of long-festering, mainly military, con-
taminated sites and their concentrated nuclear wastes is late, slow, costly, and inadequate. As 
more reactors retire, decommissioning is becoming a big business, increasingly under troubling 
arrangements that transfer accumulated funds to a firm incentivized to work until the money 
runs out but then seemingly entitled to walk away without liability.  
 
People and culture are also of deepening concern. A symbiotic relationship with the nuclear 
Navy provides a flow of disciplined reactor operators to civilian plants, probably creating both 
safety benefits and cross-cultural frictions. Yet recruiting and retaining top talent in the broader 
effort, both civil and military, is increasingly challenging. So are institutional memory and cul-
tural continuity. Three-fourths of a century into the nuclear enterprise, as I’ve observed it for 
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58 years, the impressive pioneers’ vision and rigor have faded, personal quality and moral pro-
bity have eroded, and the culture is pitted by corruption and decay24. I fear the enterprise is 
passing, as Alfvén warned the 1980 IAEA Geneva Conference, “into ever less competent hands.” 
 
Self-reflection is also declining with the rise of a new generation of ardent but technically and 
historically naïve enthusiasts susceptible to social-media memes. Their fervor can generate 
some political and subsidy support, but it’s a weak base on which to rebuild a failing sector. 
Economist Paul Joskow’s lesson needs relearning: “Nuclear power is a business, not a religion.” 
 
2. Competitive landscape 
 
The most important determinant of nuclear power’s future, though the least discussed by its 
advocates and even by many of its critics, is its economics. Eminent merchant bank Lazard says 
US “advanced” nuclear newbuild (a 2.2-GW LWR station) would cost 3–8⨉ more per kWh than 
unsubsidized solar or windpower25. Leading empirical-data synthesist Bloomberg New Energy 
Finance (BNEF), tracking more than 20,000 projects’ actual costs worldwide, says 5–13⨉26. Even 
the US Energy Information Administration (expert more in historical data than in technology 
cost forecasting) says 2⨉ and finds that nuclear cost exceeds value27. Chinese reactors are 
cheaper, but so are Chinese wind and solar—respectively 2⨉ and 3⨉ below nuclear in 2025 lev-
elized cost/kWh, says BNEF—so China invested about as much in renewables in 2020 as it had 
invested cumulatively in nuclear power during 2008–2028, building half the world’s 2020 new 
renewable capacity and 80% of the global increase over 2019’s. Moreover, renewables, a diver-
sified US$0.3-trillion-a-year global business, are getting cheaper, while reactors, an increasingly 
localized and socialized ~$0.015-trillion-a-year specialty, are getting costlier. Renewable learn-
ing curves are consistent and steep29, but claimed nuclear-power learning curves have never 
been demonstrated30. All-renewable supply by 2050 could save ~$1013 net, but nuclear futures 
are far costlier31.  
 
Nuclear costs 
 
Careful analysis confirms32 the inexorable rise of historical US nuclear capital costs, which domi-
nate its electricity cost. The complex reasons, many understood since the 1970s, have so far 
proven impervious to proposed solutions. The latest proof is the collapse of the US “nuclear re-
naissance” based on two flagship twin-reactor projects led by the second- and third-biggest US 
shareholder-owned utilities33. The South Carolina plant was cancelled in 2017 (a year after 
planned completion but only 40% done) after >$9 billion was spent; four top executives have 
pled guilty to serious crimes34. The Georgia project is struggling toward completion six years 
late at over twice projected cost35 (but with $12 billion in Federal loan guarantees and more be-
ing sought); it’s not yet finished, and potentially serious quality issues are still emerging36. In 
both cases, design and construction innovations failed to control cost and schedule as prom-
ised37. As in France, the generational gap between the 1970s construction boom and the past 
decade’s efforts at resumption appears to have fatally corroded the finely tuned managerial 
and supply-chain skills that such complex projects demand. 
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Nuclear operating costs, long assumed trivial and certainly below those of fossil-fueled genera-
tion, have turned out to be neither, because the fuel-cost advantage is offset by unexpectedly 
high non-fuel costs. Nuclear operating costs remain secret in many countries, even in aggrega-
ted forms, but where discoverable, are consistently rather high38. In the US, their proprietary 
reactor-specific values are annually compiled by the industry’s respected Electric Utility Cost 
Group, then published as national summaries by the industry’s promotional arm, the Nuclear 
Energy Institute. The latest (2020) reported US nuclear operating cost39—fuel, operation & 
maintenance, and Net Capital Additions (NCAs40)—averages US$30.4/MWh, exceeding the typi-
cal total capital plus operating costs of new solar power, windpower, or efficient use.  
 
Most elements of nuclear operating cost are reportedly drifting down41 with cheaper uranium, 
completion of uprating and safety-retrofit investments, retirement of ill-performing units, and 
perhaps lighter regulation (regulatory NCAs lately fell sharply, but it’s unclear whether that’s 
because fixes got done or fewer were ordered). However, renewable costs are generally declin-
ing faster. Geriatric issues might be emerging as a countervailing nuclear cost trend, with “sus-
taining” NCAs creeping up in the past decade. Uranium has also just attracted financial specula-
tors42 who are likely to make the price higher and more volatile and to disrupt market stability. 
 
The published average operating cost masks wide variations whose quartile data (still averages 
but somewhat more meaningful than a single national number) have not been released in usa-
ble form since 2014–16—perhaps due to the political delicacy of seeking large new Federal sub-
sidies for a supposedly competitive resource. A similarly awkward straddle is the need to assert 
robust economics to bolster Federal and public confidence while pleading unsupportable losses 
to elicit State-level subsidies. In both cases, specific data remain opaque, and apparently of lim-
ited interest to politicians now raising nuclear subsidies for other reasons.  
 
Renewables in markets compete with nuclear in legislative back rooms 
 
In 2020, as European renewable generation surpassed fossil-fueled generation, US renewable 
generation surpassed both coal-fired and nuclear generation, quickly gaining on the leader (nat-
ural gas). Lazard25 reports that unsubsidized US windpower and solar power nominal prices fell 
70% and 90% respectively during 2009–20, while new-nuclear costs rose 33%. Therefore in 
most US regions most of the time, renewable electricity prices set by long-term Power Purchase 
Agreement private contracts have for years hovered around or below the low end of wholesale 
prices, while average nuclear operating costs exceed wholesale prices. Thus many existing nu-
clear plants fail to clear regional electricity auctions and can be run only at a loss. That is, they 
cannot compete in the unbundled, retail-choice markets that their owners insisted on having. 
Some operators choose to retire such distressed plants or those facing major repair or upgrade 
costs—realizing that “A license to operate a nuclear power plant is not a sentence to do so.”43 
 
Other operators persuade intimidated, compliant, or in some cases corrupt44 legislators to bail 
them out with multibillion-dollar State subsidies. So far, five States (Connecticut, Illinois, Ohio, 
New Jersey, New York) have done so, saving for now 20 reactors from market exit45 (or 18 ex-
cluding two Ohio units’ subsidies later rescinded as corruptly arranged; such investigations 
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continue in Illinois; the firms involved would also be the largest beneficiaries of proposed new 
Federal subsidies). These new State nuclear-specific subsidies take such forms as mandatory 
utility purchases of output, Zero-Emission Credits, or Nuclear Diversity Certificates. They’re 
mostly fixed at ~US$10–15/MWh, last up to 12 years, and generally bar public scrutiny of 
claimed financial need. They respond solely to the nuclear industry’s parochial interests and po-
litical power. In contrast, pricing carbon at ~$20–30/tCO2 would achieve the desired policy re-
sult without artificially advantaging nuclear power over renewables or efficient use. 
 
Three more reactors are to retire in 2022–24 in Michigan and California. This is economically 
rational: independent assessments consistently find that at least many US reactors can’t earn 
enough to cover their costs46. Yet almost every retirement is bitterly contested47. Some owners 
openly threaten State governments with job losses and power disruption. The Illinois battle 
held renewables hostage to nuclear power’s bailout; ultimately the owner accepted a nuclear 
subsidy—informed by an independent study for the Governor—totaling just one-seventh its ini-
tial demand48. State subsidies have survived court challenges but have been muddied by 2018–
21 policy shifts at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which oversees the interstate re-
gional grids operating in most US regions. The most likely outcome is continued State subsidies, 
but those may be replaced or perhaps augmented by both voted and proposed Federal subsi-
dies for merchant reactors in 2022–26 totaling potentially $46–57 billion49—or more if later 
quietly extended, as has often occurred historically. 
 
Subsidies do help nuclear compete against natural gas. Proposed Federal “clean energy” subsi-
dies would equally advantage renewables but not efficiency (while pricing carbon would equally 
advantage nuclear, renewables, and efficiency without creating a distortion between efficiency 
and supply). In practice, renewables and efficiency will usually keep beating nuclear and gas, 
even without the temporary renewable subsidies. Yet the nuclear industry cannot acknowledge 
renewables and efficiency as competitors without impugning its own case for nuclear necessity, 
so it must pretend its real rival is gas, whose operational role is different—ramping, not steady 
operation. The more nuclear tries to follow net load (possible within limits, but awkward), the 
worse its economics. Claiming new market prospects, from process heat to Bitcoin mining50, 
makes no more sense than its vanished main use case for “baseload” generation, and no more 
for small than for big reactors. New use cases cannot remedy uncompetitive electricity costs. 
 
US (like foreign) nuclear power has already enjoyed many decades of large and mostly perma-
nent Federal subsidies. Those have lately rivaled nuclear plants’ construction cost and exceeded 
the value of their output51. Nuclear power also gets substantial subsidies from some States, 
plus, for the latest two plants ordered, Federal operating subsidies exceeding windpower’s52. 
Claiming we must all pay as much more as necessary to keep uneconomic reactors operating 
reverses previous trends toward market choice. As Peter Bradford (the dean of US nuclear and 
utility regulators) urges, policymakers who want carbon-free generation should competitively 
procure it, just as they buy other resources and attributes, rather than mandating and subsidiz-
ing continued use of a specific technology53. (Some existing nuclear units might clear such mar-
kets in the short run; others or new ones would not.) Professor Mark Cooper suggests how54.  
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As Professor Bradford says, guaranteeing nuclear market share with no demonstration of com-
petitiveness (per kWh or per CO2 ton) compromises climate-effectiveness, and slows the evolu-
tion of regional power markets and the clean technologies that win in them. Continuing negoti-
ations about new nuclear subsidies, he concludes, are “essentially a negotiation…about the size 
of the ransom that the nuclear industry will be able to extract by slowing down the transition to 
an electric system that transfers control from large central facilities to the premises [and com-
munities] of the customers.” 
 
Grid integration 
 
Nuclear advocates contend that nuclear plants’ normally steady “baseload” operation has un-
recognized but large economic, reliability, and resilience value deserving special compensation. 
No evidence has emerged to support this view55. In 2018, FERC (then with three Trump appoin-
tees) rejected 5–0 his Energy Secretary’s request for new subsidies to coal and nuclear plants. 
The February 2021 Texas power crisis gave no reason to revisit the claim56. On the contrary, 
those central thermal plants have proven vulnerable to failure, especially in a changing cli-
mate57.  
 
More broadly, big thermal stations, the mainstay of 20th-Century grids, have lost their opera-
tional role and business case in the 21st. Now renewables with near-zero operating cost are dis-
patched whenever available; other units, timely use, and thermal or electrical storage follow. 
“Baseload” units’ inflexibility thus becomes a handicap—one of the owner’s reasons for retiring 
its well-running Diablo Canyon reactors58. Cycling reactors, where feasible, to follow varying net 
loads makes them even less economic to keep operating, so they must run fewer hours until 
they go broke and close, to be rapidly replaced by zero-carbon resources59. How, then, can the 
reliable supplies traditionally sustained by those units continue with variable renewables? 
 
In a sense, says utility regulatory expert Jim Lazar, “nuclear units have something in common 
with variable renewable resources: they produce much of their output when it is not needed 
for the grid.” Nuclear units can’t keep rapidly changing their output on demand as renewables 
can, so to cope with excess nuclear output at low-demand times, at least 12.2 GW of US hydro 
pumped storage plants, each >1 GW, were built by the owners of nine nearby US nuclear 
plants. Their cost was an “inflexibility tax”. Ironically, these renewable resources built to sup-
port nuclear ones will be freed by nuclear closures to support an increasingly renewable grid. 
 
Giant fossil-fueled or nuclear plants can unexpectedly lose a billion watts in milliseconds, often 
for weeks or months, and often without warning, or unexpectedly extended from brief to long 
outages (as in France in 2020, when the average plant produced zero output a third of the 
time). The electricity grid was built mainly to manage this intermittence (unpredictable forced 
outages) by backing up failed generators with working ones. Diversified portfolios of modular 
renewables don’t suffer such ungracefully massive failures: PV and wind generally falter in far 
smaller chunks, and their output varies quite predictably—often more so than demand. Thus 
the same grid can back up their predictable variability, more easily and often more cheaply, 
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with other renewables of other types or in other places (or demand-side resources or storage). 
But the need for storage is widely overstated. 
 
At least ten kinds of “grid flexibility resources” can reliably balance grids powered largely or 
wholly by variable renewables60. Of these, utility-scale batteries, though often profitable, are 
the best-known but currently the costliest. They’ll become much cheaper, but probably not as 
cheap as ample competitors. In typical order of decreasing cost—and besides hydrogen and 
non-battery bulk storage methods like pumped hydro, compressed air, and gravity storage— 
these grid-balancers include thermal (heat or coolth) storage, electric-vehicle integration, co-
generation and dispatchable-renewable integration, wider interconnected markets, highly accu-
rate renewable forecasting, strong demand response, and end-use efficiency. The latter two re-
sources have lately turned out to be severalfold larger (yet cheaper) than previously thought61. 
Just modest efficiency gains, ice-storage air conditioning, and smart bidirectional electric-vehi-
cle charging could run the isolated Texas grid reliably and economically in 2050 on 100% renew-
ables with no bulk storage62. Simulations denying this simply exclude most of the proven solu-
tions. And rather than comparing technologies singly, locally optimized “clean energy portfo-
lios”—blending efficient use, timely use, renewables, and storage—outcompete both fossil and 
nuclear energy for every need: energy, peak output, ramp rate, and ancillary services63. 
 
Grid balancing now typically costs a few US$/MWh64. The evidence suggests it also tends to 
cost less with wind and solar than with big thermal plants, because big thermal plants’ failures 
are bigger, longer, and less predictable, making their backup costlier65. As Germany’s renewable 
share of generation quadrupled in 2006–20, its grid operators learned even faster, so reliability 
broadly improved to five times America’s. In 2020, renewables’ share of German power de-
mand exceeded 50% sometime in almost every week, and in half of the weeks it reached be-
tween 80% and nearly 100%. Nuclear and coal phaseouts continued. The lights stayed on. As 
renewables and efficiency growth offset coal and nuclear closures66, Germany’s greenhouse gas 
emissions fell by over half in 2010–20, and the power sector met its climate goal a year early 
(before the pandemic depressed demand) with five percentage points to spare. 
 
Careful choreography has lately met annual national electricity demand with 97% renewables 
(79% without hydro) in Scotland in 2020, 79% in Denmark (with 0.06% hydro) in 2019, 66% in 
Portugal in 2018 (42% without hydro), 52% in Germany (with 3.3% hydro) in 2020, and 46% in 
Spain in 2016 and 2020 (27/33% without hydro). None added bulk storage. All sustained supe-
rior reliability, often many times that of the US. They simply learned to run their grids (as my 
colleague Clay Stranger puts it) the way a conductor leads a symphony orchestra: no instrument 
plays all the time, but the ensemble continuously makes beautiful music. 
 
This is also how the former East Germany’s ultrareliable grid operator 50Hertz—half wind-and-
solar-powered in 2019, 62% renewable in 2020—intends 100% renewables in 2032. Anyone 
who thinks we need big thermal plants to keep the lights on is not paying attention to modern 
power engineering, where “grid-forming inverters” and fast-responding power electronics can 
stabilize grids even better than rotating heavy machines traditionally did. Some European oper-
ators also disconnect retired coal or nuclear plants’ generators from their turbines67 and keep 
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spinning them as grid-connected “synchronous condensers,” using their angular momentum to 
keep on cheaply stabilizing voltage and frequency68. 
 
Extra wind and solar capacity can also economically substitute for giant batteries or other grid-
balancing resources as supply becomes mostly or wholly renewable. But most of the time the 
surplus electricity, rather than having to be “curtailed” (wasted) as grid-centric analysts assume, 
can be profitably redeployed to tasks not yet electrified—to run heavy vehicles and decarbonize 
steel, cement, and other heavy-industrial heat, directly or by making hydrogen or ammonia. 
That is, our industrial economy is easier and cheaper to decarbonize as a whole than in pieces69.  
 
Supposed renewable constraints like land-use70 and critical materials71 are quite manageable: a 
well-designed efficiency-and-renewables decarbonization strategy would decrease the energy 
system’s land-use. Some places may need grid expansion, but fewer and less than often claimed 
—especially if efficient and timely use are properly competed or compared with supply, and if 
local and distributed were fairly competed with remote and centralized. Where grid congestion 
blocks renewables, another option is a new kind of transmission wire (from a firm I advise) that 
can carry 2–3⨉ the usual power on the same towers, so existing lines can be quickly and profit-
ably restrung to allow rapid renewable expansion without new rights-of-way or towers. 
 
Efficient use of electricity 
 
Renewables now cost less than new fossil or nuclear plants in 91% of the world (soon all), and 
less than running existing thermal plants in roughly half the world (soon all)26. But there’s often 
an even cheaper choice: wringing more work from each kWh by smarter design and better 
technologies. “Negawatts” are especially cheap because they’re already delivered behind your 
meter, while electricity generated hundreds of miles away costs an average of US$4/MWh ex-
tra to deliver. Efficiency typically costs $0–20 per kWh saved, but properly adjusting for where 
it’s delivered, it has a negative cost compared with remote supply. So how much can we save? 
 
A decade ago, using the best 2010 technologies, RMI rigorously showed72 how to use US elec-
tricity fourfold more productively by 2050, so 2.6-fold economic growth during 2010–50, with 
all-electric automobiles, could use one-fourth less electricity than in 2010, yet cost far less. 
That’s part of a tripled-efficiency, quintupled-renewables scenario for the whole US economy, 
saving $5 trillion net present value and cutting CO2 emissions by 82–86%, with no new inven-
tions or Acts of Congress. With smart State and local policies, it could be led by business for 
profit. That vision tracks nicely to actual market developments since. Efficiency speeds renewa-
bles’ takeover: if, hypothetically, that 4⨉ efficiency could have been achieved in 2020, then re-
newables’ 20.6% share of 2020 US electricity could have been 82%—cleaning up the power sys-
tem73 at far lower cost than needing to quadruple renewable (let alone nuclear) output. 
 
Strikingly, quadrupling US efficiency in using electricity would save kWh at one-tenth the cost of 
buying them today, so RMI’s study should have bought even more efficiency! In contrast, by 
overlooking the economics of saving vs. supplying electricity, a widely cited 2020 study74 buys 
much less efficiency than RMI’s study did, and so assumes the US will need 2–4 times more 
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electricity to produce virtually the same 2050 GDP. That excessive demand creates problems of 
land-use, transmission, etc., specified in minute detail—all artifacts of buying far too little effi-
ciency. Governments and companies needn’t repeat that error and risk building costly supply-
side assets that they won’t need, can’t afford, and may not be able to pay for.  
 
Who chooses and how? 
 
Ideally, everyone could be fully informed, enabled, and motivated to choose the most clean, 
safe, affordable, and reliable way to deliver any electrical service desired, like hot showers and 
cold beer—whether with purchased electricity from preferred sources, homemade electricity, 
or using electricity more productively and timely. In practice, such choices are blocked by doz-
ens of practical barriers75, each convertible into a business opportunity, but requiring major 
policy reforms or entrepreneurs’ focus and tenacity.   
 
Many entities we entrust with such choices, from utilities to regulatory commissions to govern-
ments at all levels, are ill-equipped to compare or compete all those choices either, or don’t 
bother. In fact, most76 US States’ regulatory practices reward utilities for selling you more elec-
tricity and penalize them for cutting your usage and bill. This perverse practice creates huge 
choice, cost, and value gaps between the best buys and what we’re actually offered. Caring cus-
tomers in mindful markets can take many of those choices into our own hands—saving or re-
timing our use of electricity, producing our own, trading it with each other, or buying the kinds 
we like. This visionary world is already emerging. People with efficient homes and smart appli-
ances have freedom of choice, giving them more market power than utilities. Add a smart elec-
tric car, or rooftop solar and storage, and the utility becomes a mere optional convenience, de-
moting nuclear power from uncompetitiveness to irrelevance. These trends are well underway. 
 
3. Prospects 
 
In 2010–16, saved energy decarbonized the world three times more than all carbon-free supply 
growth77. In 2010–20, renewable growth decarbonized electricity five times more than nuclear 
growth did78. Nuclear power wasn’t consistently faster to deploy than renewables through 
201879, and in 2020, as we saw, it’s over 200-fold behind. Whether in traditional or new forms, 
it’s simply too slow80 to make much difference to climate. Yet perversely, it slows down faster, 
cheaper options by blocking competition, hogging market space, and diverting money, talent, 
attention, and time from the most climate-effective solutions. Efforts to expand nuclear power, 
however well-meant, are thus making climate change worse—yet keep intensifying. The less 
nuclear power can achieve, the more we hear about its vital and wondrous future. 
 
The 2021 US infrastructure bill added $6–12 billion to bail out uneconomic existing reactors for 
5–10 years and $6 billion to develop new or smaller kinds claimed to address the problems that 
the industry most recently strove but failed to solve81—affordability, safety, wastes, and prolif-
eration. “Advanced” or “Small Modular Reactors,” SMRs82, seek to revive and improve concepts 
generally tried and rejected decades ago due to economic83, technical, safety84, or prolifera-
tion85 flaws86. BNEF estimates early SMRs might generate at ~10⨉ current solar prices, falling by 
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severalfold after tens of GW were built, but not by enough to come near competing. Despite 
strong Federal support, proposed projects are challenged to find enough customers87. Develop-
ers and nations are also pursuing >50 diverse designs—a proven failure condition. 
 
SMRs’ basic economics are worse than meets the eye, because their goalposts keep receding. 
Reactors are built big because, for physics reasons, they don’t scale down well. Small reactors, 
say their more thoughtful advocates, will produce electricity initially about twice as costly as to-
day’s big ones, which in turn are 3–13⨉	costlier per kWh than modern renewables (let alone ef-
ficiency). But those renewables will get another 2⨉	cheaper by the time SMRs could be tested 
and start to scale toward the mass production that’s supposed to cut their costs. High volume 
cannot possibly cut SMRs’ costs by 2 ⨉ (3 to 13) ⨉ 2-fold, or ~12⨉	to ~54⨉. Indeed, SMRs 
couldn’t compete even if the steam they produce to turn the turbine were free. Why not? In big 
light-water reactors, ~78–87% of the prohibitive capital cost buys non-nuclear components like 
the turbine, generator, heat sink, switchyard, and controls. Thus even if the nuclear part were 
free and the non-nuclear remainder were still at GW scale so it didn’t cost more per unit, the 
whole SMR complex would still be manyfold out of the money. 
 
SMRs are also too late. Despite streamlined (if not premature) licensing and many billions in 
Federal funding commitments, the first SMR module delivery isn’t expected until 2029—in the 
same smaller-LWR project just lost over half its subscribed sales as customers considered cost, 
timing, and risk88. The first “advanced” reactors (a sodium-cooled fast reactor and a high-tem-
perature gas reactor), ambitiously skipping over prototypes, are hoped by some advocates to 
start up in 2027–28. DOE in 2017 rosily assessed that if such initial projects succeeded, a first 
commercial demonstrator would then take another 6–8 years’ construction and 5 years’ opera-
tion before commercial orders, implying commercial generation at earliest in the late 2030s, 
more plausibly in the 2040s. But the US Administration plans to decarbonize the grid by 2035, 
preëmpting SMRs’ climate mission89.  
 
An additional challenge would be siting new SMRs or clusters of them (which cuts cost but 
means that a problem with one SMR can affect, or block access to, others at the same site, as 
was predicted and experienced at Fukushima Daiichi). It would take roughly 50 SMR orders to 
justify building a factory to start capturing economies of production scale, and hundreds or 
thousands of SMRs to start seeing meaningful, though inadequate, cost reductions. A study as-
suming high electricity demand and cheap SMRs estimated a US need for just 350 SMRs by 
205090. It’s hard to imagine how dozens of States and localities could quickly approve those 
sites, especially given internal NRC dissension on basic SMR safety91. 
 
Such awkward realities won’t stop determined lobbyists and legislators from showering tax 
funds on SMR developers, seen as the industry’s last hope of revival. With little private capital 
at stake and customers probably bearing cost-overrun risk (as they did in the similarly struc-
tured WPPSS nuclear fiasco four decades ago), some SMRs may get built. I expect they’ll fail for 
the same fundamental reasons as their predecessors, then be quickly forgotten as marketers 
conjure the next shiny object. A lifetime of such disappointments has not yet induced sobriety. 
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As long as the industry can fund potent lobbying that leverages orders of magnitude more fed-
eral funding, the party will carry on. But where does that leave the Earth’s imperiled climate?  
 
4. Nuclear power reduces and retards climate protection 
 
The climate emergency is often assumed to require every possible source of low-carbon elec-
tricity to displace the three-fifths still made from coal and gas. But this assumption is false be-
cause it ignores priorities. We relieve famine by buying rice, not steak. To save carbon, we must 
buy the cheapest, fastest, most climate-effective displacements for fossil-fueled generation. 
Every dollar (or CHF) we spend on a costly or slow solution saves less carbon, later, than if we 
spent the same money on a cheap and quick solution. Properly counting carbon and money and 
time, because all three matter, makes the arithmetic obvious. Arithmetic is not an opinion92. 
Buying a nuclear kWh that’s 3–13⨉	costlier than a renewable kWh gives us 1 nuclear kWh in-
stead of 3–13 renewable kWh, and at least a decade later. Choosing renewables instead would 
thus save 3–13⨉	more carbon, a decade sooner. Efficiency, being even cheaper, saves even 
more carbon per dollar—usually cheaper than just operating an existing reactor, let alone build-
ing a new one.  
 
Thus the basic assumption that nuclear power, of any kind and size, is an effective substitute 
for fossil-fueled generation is simply wrong. Only if today’s three carbon-free power choices—
nuclear, renewables, and efficiency—were all equivalent in cost and speed could they be equal-
ly climate-effective and thus selectable based on other attributes like reliability, resilience, sta-
bility, and safety. Since they’re actually manyfold different in cost and speed, hence in climate-
effectiveness, that difference would seem decisive in a climate emergency. 
 
Coal plants were built by counting cost but not carbon. Nuclear plants are justified by counting 
carbon but not cost. Effective climate solutions must count carbon and cost and speed. If you 
haven’t heard this logic before, perhaps it’s because the nuclear industry is desperately keen 
not to discuss economics, still less comparative economics, and least of all climate-effective-
ness. They want you to think that operating without emitting CO2 is good enough, and that rela-
tive cost and speed don’t matter because we need every option. If you don’t hear a clear re-
sponse to my logic, perhaps that’s because they fear you might understand why cost and speed 
matter. 
 
Climate will be stabilized by judicious choices, not mushy mantras or nostalgic nostrums. As US 
nuclear critic Dave Kraft puts it, “We’re in a climate crisis, not a Chinese buffet.” Our goal must 
be not to choose one dish from each category, but to select the menu items that will save the 
most carbon with the limited time and money we have, satisfying our hunger and fitting our 
wallet. It’s really that simple. “All of the above” remains a popular bipartisan substitute for 
thoughtful analysis in US energy policy, which seems about to reclassify nuclear power as 
“clean” to qualify it for new mandates and subsidies. But Peter Bradford completed the political 
mantra “We’re not picking and backing winners” by adding: “They don’t need it. We’re picking 
and backing losers.”  
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Like a proud, stubborn, and illusion-ridden elder mortally stricken with cancer, nuclear power is 
slowly dying of an uncurable attack of painful market forces, yet is unwilling to accept reality 
and enter hospice. From powering postwar growth to displacing oil to displacing coal to saving 
the climate to serving the poor, nuclear power has run through and now run out of reasons to 
live. Despite outward cheer and booming voice, its pallor and withering can be seen through 
the makeup. How much more money, talent, attention, political capital, and precious time will 
its intensive care continue to rob from the life of its vibrant successors? Will its terminal phase 
be orderly or chaotic, graceful or bitter, emerging by default or by design? That is our choice. 
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